
Things your can do at home 

 Student needs to state the street address, city, state, county, nation, and 
continent in which he/she lives. 

 Student needs to state birthday, (including year), and full name. 

 Read stories to your child; point to the words while reading, indicating top 
to bottom and left to right directionality. 

 Identify capital letters and punctuation marks in books at home. 

 Read expressively when reading stories to your child. 

 Read books with nursery rhymes, pointing out words that rhyme. 

 Point out and discuss signs and symbols at school/community/home. 

 Explore & discuss newspapers,magazines,etc. 
 Read and discuss a variety of fiction and nonfiction books with your child. 

 Introduce new vocabulary to your child through the use of literature, 
environment, posters, mail, etc.. 

 After reading a story have your child draw and write about his/her favorite 
part. 

 Encourage your child to draw and write about events they have 
experienced. 

 Encourage your child to write the letters they hear when sounding out 
words. 

 When writing a sentence, remind your child to begin with a capital letter, 
write words and leave spaces and end with some type of punctuation. 

 Have your child talk in complete sentences at home. 

 Count various objects at home & write the corresponding number. 

 You and your child can create a list of chores or errands using ordinal 
numbers to describe the order that they should be accomplished. 

 Let your child describe to you the steps it takes to set the table or brush 
teeth using ordinal numbers. 



 Read a story and discuss sequence of events using ordinal numbers. 

 Create activities where you can ask your child ...Who has more? Who has 
less? 

 Give your child house hold items to make combination's to 10 ( Ex. screws, 
bolts , straws, spoons, food item, etc.) 

 Cook with your child. 

 Garden with your child. 

 Identify coins by name and value ( penny, nickel, dime,quarter, half- dollar 
). 

 Sort coins and count by their value ( Ex. 5 nickels =.25 cents , 3 dimes = .30 
cents etc. ). 

 Discuss family events using seasons ( Ex. We go to the beach in the 
summer). 

 Develop and discuss routines at home and school. 

 Identify shapes, both 2-D and 3-D , throughout the day. When eating lunch 
one might point that the orange is a sphere, but the the cookie is a circle. 
One might point out a cube of cheese verses a slice of cheese (cube vs. 
square). 

  Allow your child to help with sorting laundry, putting away groceries, 
silverware, etc. 

 


